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Decommutation of Mil-Std 1553B Data from
EA6B or IRIG Telemetry Formats

Steve Devlin
Senior Engineer

AYDIN MONITOR SYSTEMS
502 Office Center Drive

Fort Washington, PA. 19034

With the acceptance of Mil-Std-1553B by vehicle and weapons industries a wealth of new
information is available for vehicle testing. In the past, selected data was extracted and
included in a standard PCM telemetry stream. But only the selected data was made
available. In EA6B and in the proposed IRIG Standard, multiple Mil-Std-1553B data
busses are combined with identifying control bits in a single PCM telemetry stream. All of
the information traveling each bus is available to the ground station.

These formats share a number of features. One is that for each Bus the Mil-Std-1553B
word appears in the same order in the telemetry stream. Another is that individual data
words do not depend on their position in the telemetry stream for identification, but they
do depend on the control information associated with the current message to give meaning
to the data words.

An efficient approach is outlined for identifying, selecting and routing individual
measurements, messages, and/or all Mil-Std-1553B bus information to processes and I/O
devices in a data flow environment.
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Background

Mil-Std-1553 was developed to provide a reliable, standard control and status interface for
avionic subsystems. It is not intended for control of flying surfaces or other crucial
subsystems. Suitable subsystems include communication, navigation, displays, C3I, ECM,
Damage control, Load balancing, weapons systems, target tracking, and other sensor
systems.



Currently, the 1553 bus operates at one megabit-per-second serial data rate with three
basic types of words; command, status and data. These words are combined into ten
message formats. They range in length from one to thirty six words long. See Figures 1
and 2.

A typical application of the data contained on multiple busses might include the correlation
of on-board measurements of position, velocity, and acceleration with range
measurements, or the measurement of ECM system effectiveness by comparing
information from the target’s navigation system with the test vehicle’s target acquistion
and tracking system.

All Mil-Std-1553 communication is initiated by the Bus Controller (BC). The messages
travel between the BC and up to 32 Remote Terminals (RT), or between RT’s. The
command word has the following fields; RT address, Subaddress, Transmit/Receive, and
Word Count. The RT address, Subaddress, and data direction are the primary means of
discerning messages. Two subaddress values are reserved for ‘mode codes’, which are
used for link control. Mode Code messages assign special meanings to the word count
field.

EA6B Telemetry Format

In the EA6B telemetry format, Mil-Std-1553 words are combined with bits identifying the
bus and word type resulting in a 24 bit 1553 telemetry word. Fixed length minor frames
contain frame sync and IRIG time words followed by these EA6B 1553 telemetry words.
Up two 16 busses are defined, and the three 1553 word types are identified. See figure 3.

Proposed IRIG Telemetry Format

The Proposed IRIG Mil-Std-1553 telemetry format also forms 24 bit telemetry words, but
allows up to eight busses, and 16 word types are identified. Fixed length frames have
Frame Sync and IRIG Time words followed by IRIG 1553 telemetry words. See Figure 4.

While the implementation provides similar yet individual operations to process each
format. the underlying algorithm is the same. The types of words in the IRIG format are a
superset of the types of words in the EA6B format, so the Algorithm as applied to the
IRIG format will be discussed.

Why a Computational Approach?

Decommutators select and identify words based upon their position in the telemetry
stream. One or more syncronization patterns, and frame count fields form the reference



points for these determinations. By its nature, full bus Mil-Std-1553 processing can not use
these reference points to determine the information identity.

The meaning of the data words, or bits fields within words, is a function of the context in
which the data words appear. Position within a message, from a particular Remote
Terminal’s subaddress is a simple context. A more complex context adds an embedded
Message ID field in the first data word to identify the meaning of the remaining data. An
even more complex context uses specific commands to change the meaning of subsequent
messages: One command loads a data pointer with a new address value, a later command
asks four words to be returned. The last case (an INDEXED message), is outside the
scope of the requirement for this algorithm.

A computational approach is the only viable approach to decommutating the information
fields from these Mil-Std-1553 telemetry formats. In addition, the algorithm must be very
high performance, and requires one or more bit-slice processors to process a stream. The
proposed IRIG standard supports up to eight Mil-Std-1553 busses. For eight busses a data
rate near ten Megabits-per-second is necessary. This has words arriving at the algorithm
every 2.4 microseconds. It is important to note that even unimportant fill words require a
microsecond of processor time to examine them and throw them out.

System Context

This Algorithm was developed to run on a DSP001 bit slice processor in AYDIN
MONITOR’s data driven System 2000 telemetry preprocessor. The telemetry formated
PCM stream is decommutated by a frame syncronizer/ decommutator card, and fixed
position words are assigned unique ID Tags (tokens) and all the 1553 telemetry words
receive one ID Tag. In AYDIN MONITOR’s Series 2000 Telemetry Preprocessor these
ID Tags route the associated data words to Processors and I/O devices. The ID tag
determines what processes or computations are performed on the data word.

Algorithm

The algorithm, (Figure 5), is required to process and route the input words at four levels:
1.  Non Bus Specific - words such as user 2,3, and 4.

2.  Bus level - all words from a particular bus are given one new ID Tag. The whole
word (24 bits) is passed with the new ID Tag.

3.  Message Level - All words associated with a specific message are given a new ID
Tag. RT to RT transfers are properly handled as one message, and not two. The
whole word (24 bits) is given one ID Tag.



4.  Parameter Level - Individual words may be selected for output with unique ID
Tags. Command, Status, Microsecond and Response times as well as data words are
available. For RT to RT transfers, the transmitting RT’s command, status, and time
words are distinguished from the receiving RT’s words. Only the 16 information bits
are passed with the new ID Tag to the output.

Outputs may be selected from any or all levels. Mode Code messages may be processed
individually by using an additional level of decoding in a MODE CODE (MCD) table.
Message ID tables (MID) are used to distiquish messages and parameters based on an
eight bit field in the first data word. The data structures supporting the algorithm are
illustrated in Figures 6 thru 11.

First HIGH TIME, LOW TIME and FILL words are deleted and BUFFER OVERFLOW,
USER 2, USER 3, and USER 4 words are output with their new ID Tags if enabled. If the
response time option is enabled, USER 4 (Response Time) words are included in the
following steps.

the proper BUS TABLE is selected. If BUS level output is enabled, the input word is
output to the I/O devices or to another processor for other processing.

If further processing is enabled, the command word’s Remote Terminal Address,
Transmit/Receive bit, and Subaddress field used to index into the TYPE TABLE dedicated
to each enabled BUS. To control the processing of each message, TYPE TABLE has the
following entries:

IGNORE - Do no further MESSAGE or PARAMETER processing on this word and
associated words from the same message. (Note: If entry is for receive message, still
save in buffer and check if word is part of an RT to RT mesage.)

OUT-Hg - Output This Word at the MESSAGE Level to I/O devices on the HgBus
but do no parameter level processing on this Message.

OUT-PD - Output This Word at the MESSAGE Level to other processors on the
PDbus but do no parameter level processing on this Message.

MCDPTR - Entry is pointer to Mode Code Table. Use Mode Code to Index into
MODE CODE TABLE, and process that entry.

MIDPTR - Entry is pointer to MESSAGE ID TABLE. Store words in buffer until first
data word arrives. Use 8 bit field from first data word to index into MID TABLE.
Then process words from the buffer using that entry.



MSGPTR - Entry is pointer to MESSAGE TABLE. If command is not part of an RT
to RT transfer, then output command at message level, if enabled. Then output the
word at the parameter level if enabled.

RT to RT transfers are detected by buffering any receive command and microsecond time
words following the receive command. Then looking for a transmit command to
immediately follow with a matching word count. Once the determination is made, the
message or messages can be processed and output.

Non-command words are processed according to the entry stored in the Bus Table. If MID
or RT to RT flags are set, the words are buffered. If the entry is an output the word is
output at the MESSAGE level. If the entry is MSGPTR, the input word is output at the
MESSAGE and PARAMETER levels as enabled,

Two types of MSGPTR are defined, one halts PARAMETER level processing if an error
is detected, the other just omits parameter level output of the defective word.

Recommendations

Within either telemetry format it is possible to use a nonexistent bus or some other trick to
send non-Mil-Std-1553 information masquerading as Mil-Std-1553 data. We would
encourage and recommend that such information be placed in fixed minor frame positions.
This would enable the standard decom equipment to identify and process these data
instead of this algorithm.

The Proposed IRIG standard does not currently place any restrictions on the frequency or
placement of ‘User’ Type words. Placing some restrictions on the placement of these
words would enable them to also be processed by the standard decom equipment.

In the Proposed IRIG Standard, High and Low IRIG time are sent in fixed positions after
the Frame Sync word. The draft’s wording however, does not clearly restrict them to those
postions. Placing such a restriction would not be burdensome, and would eliminate these
word types from the software interpretation overhead.

In the proposed IRIG standard, buffer overflow, user and time words have an undefined
‘Bus’ field. We recommend the ‘Bus’ field be fixed to zero for all of these words.

In the proposed IRIG standard, a ‘buffer overflow’ Type is defined. With more definition
of the timing of the buffer overflow with respect to the bus data more real time use of the
word can be made. Some explanation of the buffer model needs to also be presented: Is
there one common buffer that may overflow? Or, is there one buffer for each bus? Is there



any significance to the information field? (begining of disruption, end of disruption,
number of words lost, ...etc.)

Conclusion

An efficient algorithm has been presented for selecting, identifying, and routing busses,
messages, and/or individual parameters for real time processing. While INDEXED
messages and extended subaddressing are not currently handled, it is possible to add
handling of those features when they are required.
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